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Salesforce CPQ and Salesforce Billing

Challenges

Background

Acquiring, onboarding and servicing hiring
clients and contractors required a multi-
step, multi-system process that delayed
response times to customers and increased
the number of touches to resolution.
Wasted time spent on manual tasks, finding
information/answers and entering data due
to email and phone-based collaboration
versus an automated process that is
streamlined and integrated.

Increased client and contractor effort for
basic onboarding and servicing due to not
having intuitive, robust self-service portal.
Missed revenue and misaligned priorities that
reduce speed of capturing new market
opportunities due to inability to glean
business insights from ISN business data.
Long ramp time for new employees to
become proficient and fully onboarded
caused by inconsistent data quality and
complexity across business systems for users.

Expanded system includes migration from Oracle Siebel CPQ platform
and manual financial processes, to a fully automated Salesforce multi-

channel quote-to-cash solution.
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Modules and Features 

One Button Quoting
Since many of ISN standard products are only
sold to particular types of accounts, the whole
process of creating a quote, selecting products,
calculating prices, adding taxes, and generating
a quote document was automated into a single
click of a button.

Community Payment Portal
A payment portal, leveraging Salesforce
Communities and an integrated payment
processor, was created to give customers a
self-service option and to reduce internal costs.
The portal allows customers to view and accept
their quotes, as well as pay for their services
online without direct ISN involvement.

Invoice Matching
Lockbox and off-line payments are matched to
invoices for faster payment processing, greatly
reducing the reliance on complex and verbose
spreadsheets and manual manipulation.

Automated Renewals and Auto-pay
The renewal process will be highly automated
and significantly more reliable. Customers can
set up auto-pay for renewed subscriptions and
annually recurring payments, either via the
payment portal or offline. Even if a customer did
not sign up for auto-pay, the creation,
notification, and management of the renewals
ran nightly, while still providing the controls ISN
desired. Drastically increasing ISN’s retention
and renewal rate, which was the single biggest
driver of ROI for the project.

Increased Finance Visibility
Using native Salesforce functionality
transactions from invoices, credit notes,
payments, and refunds are all reported to their
appropriate GL accounts and assigned to
financial periods within their revenue and
accounting books.

ISN provides an unique frictionless business
model that requires low user touch and
creative business processes.

aMind put in place a Salesforce end-to-end
solution that allows ISN to effectively sell,
renew, and service various types of
subscriptions to their customers. These
processes reduce the time it takes to
deliver a quote to customers, increasing
time-to-value.

Project

aMind helped ISN to expand their Salesforce
footprint adding quoting, invoicing, payments,
payment gateways and subscription
management by utilizing both Salesforce CPQ
and Salesforce Billing. `

The expansion included a complex migration
from ISN’s existing Oracle and Siebel CPQ tools
and manual financial process to a fully
automated end-to-end Salesforce solution.
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Salesforce CPQ & Salesforce Billing

Salesforce CPQ
Quote
Orders
Invoices
Subscriptions
Renewals
SFDC Communities
Conga

Salesforce Billing
Tax Rules and Treatments
Billing Rules and Treatments
Revenue Recognition Rules and Treatments
General Ledger Assignment
Complex Reporting
Offline and Lockbox Payment Posting
Online Payment Portal and Gateway Activation

Increased time-to-value by reducing the
time it takes to get a quote to a customer.
Implemented a frictionless process for
customers.  They request a quote and ISN
is able to respond quickly.  If the customer
agrees, they can check-out right away.

Payments are collected and reconciled
automatically.
Renewal quotes are auto created and
provisioned directly to the portal for
customer viewing/approving.

Countries
North America
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Channels
Internal Sales

Customer Self-service

Integration
Custom to ISNetworld

Sage Accounting

Modules and Features
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